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Really Feely Farm
My First Farm: Let's Get Working! helps kids develop first language skills by introducing them to the animals and machines on a farm. Each tabbed section focuses on a different category of farm life, from baby animals to tractors.
• Ideal for babies and toddlers. • Touch and feel elements. • Fun rhyming text.
Young readers can play peekaboo and lift the flaps to reveal toy farm animals on textured pages. On board pages.
With bright photographs of adorable farm animals, F is for Farm is an ideal first book for parent and baby to share.Each barnyard animal features a soft, furry, touch & feel texture for baby to explore, which will stimulate their senses and help develop early motor skills.Every page is accompanies by gentle, rhyming text which will interest young children and create an engaging reading
experience to share together.
Babys Very First Noisy Books Babys Very First Noisy Book Garden
Park
Touch and Feel Wild Animals
Farm Peekaboo!
Bright Baby Touch & Feel On the Farm
Lift the flaps to wake up the animals on the farm, and look out for the pop-up surprises! Join the noisy cockerel as he visits pigs, cows, and more on a beautiful morning on the farm, in this lovely interactive board book. Children will delight in the collage-like illustrations of their favourite farmyard animals, by renowned artist Jonny Lambert, and will love joining in with the story as they visit characters one by one. The sturdy board-book format is perfect for little hands, and fun pop-ups under flaps will entertain children again and again.
Introduce your baby to farm animals with touch and feel textures. Let them touch and learn about farm animals with fuzzy ducklings, wooly lambs, ponies on shiny grass and more Encourage your baby to learn early concepts such as colours, shapes and patterns as they turn each page. The easily recognisable images and labels will encourage recognition and naming of objects while the textured format promotes sensory learning.
Rhyming text introduces letters of the alphabet, pairing each letter with a textured illustration of an object, action, or concept that begins with that letter. On board pages.
Introduce your baby to farm animals with this touch and feel baby board book. Tickle and stroke each tactile texture together with your baby and watch them discover their favourite farm friends, from a velvety cow, a woolly sheep, to a fluffy chick, and more. Covering early learning concepts such as colours, shapes and patterns, Baby Touch and Feel Farm Animals is perfect for encouraging tiny fingers to explore and young minds to develop, while its sturdy pages with rounded corners make it a book that will last for years of reading fun.
F Is for Farm
Let's Get Working!
Bright Baby Touch & Feel Baby Animals
First Frieze

Featuring stunning photos of wild animals, this book introduces babies to the colours, textures and habitats of animals that live in the wild.
Uses rhyming text to discuss the habits of puppies and kittens. On board pages.
First Focus Frieze titles for babies 3+ months are filled with panels of recognizable, high-contrast black and white images and patterns to aid visual development in the early stages. Gently introduce your baby to numbers and first words with these fold-out, stand-up books, perfect for tummy time!
With texture patches, bumpy patterns, and tactile glitter, babies and toddlers will find this touch-and-feel truck book really fun and really feely! Take a close look at a digger with sticky mud in its scoop, a recycling truck with squashy tyres, a fire engine with a big, shiny bumper, and other awesome trucks. Gentle text builds knowledge, and invites you to explore the vehicles, as you find out the name of each truck and learn about its features. From the amazing, 3-D, raised-picture effect cover, to the incredibly
tactile insides, Really Feely Trucks is beautifully made and sure to delight preschoolers.
1 2 3 Counting
Touch and Feel
Old Macdonald Had a Farm
Really Feely Trucks
Chug Chug Tractor
Rhyming text introduces baby animals, including baby rabbits, puppies, ducklings, lambs, and tiger cubs. On board pages.
Introduces children to the different types of tractors and heavy machinery, including plows and front-end loaders as well as their functions.
Illustrations and simple text encourage young readers to find the toy duck hiding in various places around the bathroom. On board pages.
Really Feely Wild AnimalsReally Feely
Baby's Very First Touchy-Feely Farm Playbook
Wild Animals
Farm Friends
Baby at the Farm
Puppies and Kittens

In this title the reader visits all the baby animals on the farm, finally going to see the little fluffy chicks, to find they really are fluffy. There is also an element of counting, as each spread has a higher number of baby animals.
No Marketing Blurb
Learn and discover more than 50 farm words in this bright and busy book with fun textures to explore on every spread.
Baby can explore life on a farm with the help of adorable illustrations of animals alongside favorite Disney characters! Little ones will love petting all the farm animals and expanding their vocabulary along the way!
Baby's Very First Touchy-Feely Book
Touch and Feel Farm Animals
B is for Bear
Wake Up, Farm!: Pop-Up Peekaboo!
Baby's Very First Noisy Book Zoo

Babies will love looking at the bright pictures, lifting the flaps and running their fingers over the touchy-feely areas in this delightful book.
With texture patches, bumpy patterns, and tactile glitter, babies and toddlers will find this touch-and-feel wild animals book really fun and really feely! Meet the stripy tiger cub, the elephant calf with big flappy ears, the scaly chameleon, and other favourite wild animals. Gentle text builds knowledge, and invites you to explore as you find out the name of each wild animal and learn about its features. From the amazing, 3-D, raised-picture effect cover, to the incredibly tactile insides, Really Wild Animals is beautifully made and sure
to delight preschoolers.
An entertaining, interactive ABC book with flaps to lift and textures to explore. Charming, rhyming text is perfect for adults and children to share. Tactile foam-padded case.
Look through the peep-hole on each page of this colorful book and watch Old MacDonald as he goes about his chores. Can you guess what animal is to come? A delightful, engaging twist on a traditional song gives it new life for a new generation.
Noisy Farm
199 Things on the Farm
Baby's Very First Book
Baby's Very First Big Playbook
Touch and Feel Farm
Lift-the-flap fun on the farm! Meet Sam the farm dog and join in with the action on the noisy farm. Visit the animals, lift the flaps and don't forget to call out the noises as you go! This new, enlarged paperback edition of Rod Campbell's ever-popular farm story is packed with bright, bold illustrations of favourite farm animals and their babies and there's an engaging text with lots of repetition too! Toddlers will
love guessing which animal is under the flap and won't be able to resist joining in the story by calling out the sounds. A perfect first storybook, and a great first books about animals.
Take an exciting adventure to the farm in Phoebe Dunn’s beloved photographic board book! Toddlers will love spending a day on the farm and learning the names of all the friendly animals in this beloved barnyard board book. With a fun array of rabbits, sheep, pigs, and more, this is one farm that little ones will want to visit over and over again.
A delightful interactive board book with sturdy tabbed pages and a sound panel. Press the buttons on the sound panel to hear chirping birds, a shower of rain, buzzing bees, croaking frogs and owls hooting in a garden at nighttime. The colourful eye-catching illustrations will appeal babies and toddlers.
BOARD BOOK. A vibrantly colourful book for babies, full of holes, tactile patches and flaps, plus a sound panel. A wonderful interactive book to share together-babies won't be able to resist helping to turn the pages and lifting the flaps to find hidden surprises.
Adorable Pets
Touch and Feel Baby Animals
Touch-and-Feel Farm
Really Feely Wild Animals
Farm Animals
Press the buttons in the sound panel to hear chattering chimps, trumpeting elephants, roaring lions and other zoo sounds. An interactive, bright and exciting book which will entertain babies over and over again. Press the buttons to hear specially composed musical sound clips that incorporate animal noises. The bold and bright illustrations will appeal to both babies and adults. A QR code on the back of the book allows a sample of the sounds to be heard before purchase.
Baby enjoys meeting fluffy chicks, a woolly lamb, and other baby farm animals, in a work in which parts of the illustrations have a textured surface.
Scholastic Early Learners: Interactive board books for hands on learning! An exciting new series of early learning novelty board books that combine Scholastic's strength in learning with beautiful photography and clear designs to stimulate early learning. Touch and Feel Baby Animals is a padded board book for very young children full of tactile areas to touch and explore. The cute pictures have simple labels and the small, padded format is perfect for young hands to hold.
This beautifuly illustrated picture word book contains exactly 199 labelled images of things to be found on a farm. Lots to look at and talk about, this is a great way to extend and broaden children's vocabulary and knowledge of different environments. A neat and practical format, perfect for taking on holiday. Part of the '199 Things' series, which includes '199 Things under the sea', '199 Things in the Garden' and '199 Animals'.
Farm
Farm Babies
Touch and Feel ABC
My First Farm
Disney Baby On the Farm

Little ones will love this sturdy board book, packed full of brightly illustrated farm animals. With photo-real images throughout and a different touch-and-feel texture on every spread, this book will entertain babies time and time again
From soft piglets to woolly sheep, there are all sorts of textures for baby to explore.
Young readers will love to feel the different textures and hear the farm animal sounds in this interactive, sturdy board book designed for children ages 3 and up. Includes an on/off switch on the back cover to extend battery life. Touch, feel, and hear the farm animals in this sturdy board book. Engaging photographs and appealing textures encourage young readers to explore the exciting world of farm animals. Press the touch-and-feels to hear five realistic farm
animal sounds, with a button on the last page to play all five sounds again!
Invites young readers to touch such things found on the farm as a sheep, barn, pig, tractor wheel, and dirt. On board pages.
My Animal World
Find the Duck
A Touch-and-Feel Book
Invites young readers to touch things as squashy boots, a furry penguin, a shiny truck, and a fluffy cloud. On board pages.
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